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Abstract

Curve fitting seems to be one of the best methods for the evaluation of chromatographic signals. As it is known, in this
case mathematical function is fitted to digitized measured points. The most important task is to find the best mathematical
function, which corresponds perfectly to the peak shape, and then to determine the parameters of the equation using a
computerized least-squares method of approximation. In this work, a new mathematical function was sought for with the
purpose of describing different chromatographic signals and it was fitted to the digitized measured points. The fitted curve is
suitable for a quick evaluation of chromatographic information, noise filtering and correction of baseline drift. The fitting of
gas chromatographic and high-performance liquid chromatographic signals were completed. The mathematical function, the
generated chromatographic curves, the application of the function for describing real signals and the fitting process will be
demonstrated in this study.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction 1.1. Mathematical description of a single peak

The computerized chromatogram evaluation offers The above mentioned characteristics are used in
the possibility of peak shape analysis and it is not many cases as parameters of the mathematical
limited to the calculation of retention time and peak functions describing peak shapes. The first attempts
area. Peak shape analysis helps not only the quali- were simulated by the Gauss function and its simply
tative and quantitative analysis but we can draw modified form as published by Baundisch [3]:
conclusions about the operation of the chromato-

2t 2 ts dgraphic system and change the operating parameters. RH J]]]y 5 h exp (1)max stThe peak shape is characterized by the respective
statistical moments, the peak excess and skew calcu- where h and t are the maximum peak height andmax Rlated from them, the asymmetry factor calculated retention time, respectively, t is the time and s is the
from peak widths at various peak heights and standard deviation. The density function of the
standard deviation of the peak [1,2]. Poisson distribution was also used for describing

chromatographic peak shapes; good results with its
application were obtained especially by Degen [4].*Corresponding author. Fax: 136-88-421-869.

E-mail address: pap@almos.vein.hu (T.L. Pap). He fitted the Poisson function to the digital peaks of
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benzene, naphtalene and anthracene, which were mation about the skew and excess; at small values of
separated by liquid chromatography using a LiChro- t, in the region of 0, the calculation may become
sorb RP-8 column and an acetonitrile–water mixture uncertain. Since the parameters of the EMG model
as the mobile phase. The relative difference was are not directly related to the properties of the real
3–5%. peaks, and their evaluation requires the use of

These functions describe well the symmetrical approximation, the practical application of the model
chromatographic peaks but they are unsatisfactory in the simulation of asymmetrical peaks and optimi-
for asymmetrical peaks. There are a lot of methods zation of the resolution in a chromatographic sepa-
for describing skewed chromatographic peaks. One ration is somewhat problematic.
of the most popular models used in the literature is A family of models is proposed for the description
the exponentially modified Gaussian function of skewed chromatographic peaks based on the
(EMG), which is the result of the convolution of a modification of the standard deviation of a pure

´Gaussian function and an exponential decay func- Gaussian peak. Torres-Lapasio [9] and his co-work-
tion: ers replaced the constant value of the standard

deviation of the Gaussian peak with a polynomialy(t) 5 h(t)*f(t) (2)
function. Thus skewed peaks were fitted with good
accuracy including those showing a largewhere y(t) is the convoluted function, which de-
asymmetry, with a deformation either to the right orscribes the chromatographic peak, h(t) is the function
to the left. Another case for describing asymmetricaldescribing a pure Gaussian peak and f(t) is the
peak shapes is the function resulted from the productexponential decay function:
of a Gauss function and a Hermite polynomial.

2t 2 ts d New modified forms of the Gauss function wereR
]]]h(t) 5 h exp 2 (3)H Jmax 2 used by Grubner [10] and Li [11] where the Gaus-2s

sian is approximated by two-step functions.
1
]f(t) 5 exp 2 t /t (4)h j
t

Here the peak parameters are the same as in Eq. (1), 1.2. Resolution of overlapped peaks
s is the peak width and t is a constant that quantifies
the decay time of the system. In chromatographic practice, the separation of two

The EMG function was and is still used nowadays or more components in spite of the change of
by several authors for fitting chromatographic peaks. chromatographic circumstances (temperature, col-
Anderson [5], Foley [6], Davis [7] and Hanggi [8] umn length, column load and flow velocity, etc.) is
have examined theoretically the shape of the EMG often incomplete and more or less overlapping peaks
function, the effect of baseline errors, the errors appear on the chromatogram.
created by fitting and the possibilities of its applica- Geometrical methods such as perpendicular drop
tion. Foley also published a BASIC program of the at the valley, triangular correction and tangent skim-
EMG function calculations [6]. Using the EMG ming of the overlapped tailing peaks have been most
function every transition function from Gauss curve widely used. These methods were examined in detail
(t 50) to the ‘‘clean’’ exponential function (s 50) is by Woerlee [12] in his paper. The error of the
also suitable for fitting to the measured digital resolution caused by the perpendicular drop method
signals. The t /s ratio is an asymmetry factor that at the valley was examined by Novak [13] and
characterizes the peak shape deviation from the ideal Kishimoto [14] using different tailing ratio and peak
symmetrical peak. shape parameters. According to their establishment

In spite of the wide range of application, the EMG the error depends considerably on the asymmetry and
function has also some disadvantages: the t and s the difference of peak heights of the overlapped
parameters can be determined only with fitting, and chromatographic peaks. Mori [15,16] worked out a
the starting parameters of the fitting sometimes are calculation method for the accurate determination of
badly estimated; the parameters don’t give infor- overlapped chromatographic peak heights in the case
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of two or three overlapped peaks. He determined 2. Experimental
single peak heights solving mathematical equations
after determination of the characteristic points of the 2.1. Measuring conditions
overlapped peaks.

Curve fitting is often used for the resolution of During the experiments, signals were collected
overlapped peaks. In that case one can apply equa- using two separation methods.
tions to the description of single peaks but it must
certainly to be completed by finding the adequate 2.1.1. Gas chromatography
number of peaks. The analyses were carried out on a GCHF-18-3-1

The Gauss function was used by Metzger [17], gas chromatograph, which was connected to an
Braswell [18], Rosenbaum [19] and Thomas [20] for INTEL 8085 microprocessor. This system collected
the resolution of gas chromatographic peaks using the signals and stored the digital chromatograms.
curve fitting methods. Grimalt [21] tested several The microprocessor performed some calculations
mathematical distribution functions for chromato- like a simple filtering with a moving window, peak
graphic peak resolutions such as the log-normal searching and determination of retention time, then
function, the Gamma, the Weibull and the modified the signals were sent to an IBM compatible computer
Gauss function. He found different optimal functions of high capacity.
for the resolution of different asymmetrical peaks The experimental conditions were as follows:
and determined the accuracy of the resolution using stationary phase5OV-101, mesh range580/100, col-
the least square residuals and the relative error of the umn5100034.0 mm, temperature51108C, detector
area under the curve. D’Allura [22] completed the 5heat conductivity, mobile phase5hydrogen, flow-
resolution of liquid chromatographic peaks by com- velocity510 ml /min.
puter. According to his algorithm, he calculated the
parameters of the mathematical functions of the 2.1.2. Liquid chromatography
overlapped peaks from the single chromatographic The measurements were carried out with a Merck-
peaks of the overlapping components injected in Hitachi liquid chromatograph and an UV detector.
different concentrations using curve fitting. The signals were sent through an A/D converter to

Crilly [23–25] applied the Jansson deconvolution an IBM compatible computer, then were evaluated
method for the resolution of gas chromatographic with the NELSON program.
peaks. This method is an iterative nonlinear de- The experimental conditions were as follows:
convolution technique to sharpen the overlapped stationary phase5LiChrosorb RP-18, column5

peaks. For the computerized iteration, it is necessary 25033.0 mm, temperature5258C, detector5UV
to know only the impulse reply function and the peak (280 nm), mobile phase5CH OH–H O (60:40, v /3 2

height maximum. During the iteration, the area of the v)10.001 M HClO , flow-velocity50.6 ml /min,4

real overlapped peaks corresponds to the sum of sample concentration50.0025 M, injection volume5

peak areas obtained from deconvolution. 20 ml.
Using factor analysis, Maeder [26] and Lacey [27]

resolved overlapped chromatographic peaks. As pre-
liminary knowledge they had at disposition of the 3. Results and discussion
infrared spectrums of single components.

A good and substantial summary of curve res- 3.1. Mathematical function for describing
olution methods was given by Fritsch [28] and chromatographic peak shapes
Felinger [29]. They presented the characteristics of
some methods, the a priori information necessary for One especially difficult but effective method of
the methods, the limits of the application and the modern signal processing is the approach to fitting a
employment of the obtained results in tabular form. mathematical function to the analytical signal. It is

The EMG model is also used for the resolution of important to find the best mathematical function that
overlapped peaks in the recent literature [30–32]. corresponds perfectly to the signal shape. The chro-
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matographic peaks can be very different due to the
physical–chemical processes in the column, the
heterogenity of the stationary phase surphase, the
heterogeneity of the column packing, column over-
load, extra-column or instrumental effects, therefore,
it is impossible to establish a common equation. The
equation of the function can be always selected to
the chromatographic peak. In the literature generally
one can find functions, which are suitable for de-
scribing only symmetrical or slightly asymmetrical
peaks. In the chromatographic practice we often
encounter strongly skewed peaks, whose fittings
cannot be solved with the above mentioned equa-
tions. In this work a new mathematical function was

26Fig. 1. Simulated symmetrical peak (a510 ) by Eq. (5).looked for, which is suitable for describing both
symmetrical and asymmetrical chromatographic peak
shapes and was fitted to the digitized measuring
points. The fitted curve is suitable for a quick
acquisition of chromatographic information, noise
filtering and correction of baseline drift.

The examined mathematical function is as follows:

2D(4 2 a )
]]0, if t , M 2

2a
f(t) 5 2a(t 2 M) 2a(t 2 M)45 ] ]] ]]H exp 2 1 ? ln 1 1 2S DH F S D GJ2 2 2a D(4 2 a ) D(4 2 a )

(5)

where M is the peak maximum (s), H is the peak
height (H .0), a is an asymmetry factor (0,a,2)
and D is the standard deviation (D.0) (s).

Fig. 2. Simulated asymmetrical peak shape (a51.999999) by Eq.The baseline of the chromatogram can be simu-
(5).lated by adding a linear (or quadratic) equation to Eq.

(5).
The applicability of mathematical functions should

be decided by examining simulated peak shapes. The
peak shape calculated by using Eq. (5) is influenced
first of all by the asymmetry factor (a). The
asymmetry factor as function variable should take
values between 0 and 2, so it is suitable to analyze
simulated peak shapes in this domain at various peak
widths (D).

26In Figs. 1 – 2 a simulated symmetrical (a510 )
and a strongly asymmetrical (a51.999999) peak
with large peak widths (D50.1) are illustrated.

In the next two figures (Figs. 3–4), the simulated
shapes of narrow (needle) peaks are shown. Compar-

26 26ing the asymmetrical peaks of different widths, one Fig. 3. Simulated symmetrical peak shape (a510 ; D510 ) by
Eq. (5).can conclude that they show similar characteristics.
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The main advantage of the present function is that
it can be integrated in a closed form. Thus, the slow
numerical integration can be avoided in case of peak
area calculation:

E f(t) dt

4
]G HaDS D2a

]]]]]]]]]]]]5 (6)4 4
] ]2 exp 2 1 ? ln 2 1 2 1HS D F S D GJ2 2a a

where the G(z) mathematical function is defined by
the Euler integral [33]:

Fig. 4. Simulated asymmetrical peak shape (a51.999999; D5
`2610 ) by Eq. (5).

z21 2t
G z 5Et e dt (7)s d

0
The asymmetrical peaks have a prompt ascending

There are important relations between the parame-and an exponential descending part; naturally using a
ters and the moments for the chromatographicmedium asymmetry factor one should simulate peak
evaluation, which is another advantage of the func-shapes with smaller asymmetry.
tion:In next figure (Fig. 5) the variety of peak shapes

of different asymmetry factors is observable. Increas- aD
]ing the value of asymmetry factor (a) the peak shape m 5 M 1 the first statistical moment (8)1 2

becomes more and more asymmetrical and this
2asymmetry is already observable at a value of a5 m 5 D the second central moment (9)2

0.5. The value a51.5 results in a sharply ascending
3and a slowly descending tailing peak. The further m 5 aD the third central moment (10)3

increase of the asymmetry factor gives a nearly
2 4exponential function. 3a D2 ]]m 5 3D 1 the fourth central moment (11)4 2

m4
]S 5 2 3 skewness (12)4D

m3
]E 5 5 a excess (13)3D

3.2. Application of the function for describing
single peaks

The presented mathematical function is well suit-
able for describing real chromatographic peaks. First
of all it can fit relatively slowly descending peaks,
therefore wider gas and liquid chromatographic peak
shapes. Next we will illustrate some particular

Fig. 5. The variety of peak shapes in function of asymmetry
examples for function application in chromatographyfactor; dotted line5symmetrical curve (a50); solid line5
(Figs. 6 and 7).asymmetrical peak shapes of a50.2; 0.5; 1.0; 1.5; 1.999. (M55.0

min; H5100.0; D50.5). The function is also suitable for fitting both
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case of symmetrical peaks, it is sufficient to know
the peak maximum positions and the approximate
values of the peak heights from the digital over-
lapped chromatogram as a priori information, and to
start from these values. If the overlapped single
peaks are not symmetrical curves, the previous
information means the relative exact knowledge of
the single component peak shape (moments,
asymmetry factor, skewness). In case of overlapped
peaks, the number of the parameters increases as the
number of fitted peaks is increased. In a relatively
simple case when the aim is to resolve two over-
lapped peaks using Eq. (5) 813 parameters for the
resolution are needed. The three extra parameters are

Fig. 6. Fitted curve of a gas chromatographic peak (cyclohexane). the number of correction parameters of the possible
(dotted line5measured data; solid line5fitted curve; M521.099 baseline (quadratic equation).
s; H5146.77; a50.7294; D50.5113; the fitted parameters of the

For curve fitting, the least-squares method waslinear baseline: w50.3204; b523.619).
used, the change of the parameters always occurred
by the steepest descend method (Fig. 8). The valuesymmetrical and sharply ascending, slowly descend-
of M and H from the function parameters can being tailing peak shapes.
determined exactly, while the determination of a and
D is more doubtful.3.3. Resolution of overlapped peaks with curve

The next figure shows the difference between thefitting
simulated overlapped curve fitted by Eq. (5) and the
measured digitized data (Fig. 9). The differencesThe resolution of overlapped peaks with curve
between the calculated function and the measuredfitting can be correct only if the initial parameter
data are the smallest in the neighborhood of the peakvalues are available as preliminary information. In
maximum, and they are the largest where the signal
takes off from and returns to the baseline.

Fig. 7. Chromatogram of the resolution of phenol and different
phenol derivatives using HPLC. The compounds of the peaks are Fig. 8. Fitted curve of gas chromatographic peaks: (1) n-penth-
the following: (1) phenol, (2) 4-nitrophenol, (3) 2-methylphenol, ane; (2) n-hexane (dot5measured data; solid line5fitted sum;
(4) 2-chlorophenol, (5) 2-nitrophenol, (6) 4-ethylphenol, (7) 2,4- dotted line5single peak; M 518.889 s; H 594.387; a 50.4873;1 1 1

dimethylphenol, (8) 2,3-dichlorophenol, (9) 2,3,6-trimethylphenol, D 50.4179; M 519.724 s; H 590.262; a 50.6497; D 51 2 2 2 2

(10) 2,3,4-trichlorophenol. 0.4168).
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high-performance liquid chromatography. The results
of the chromatogram evaluation and the data ob-
tained from the curve fitting are summarized in Table
1.

The function f(t) is also well applicable for fitting
overlapped peaks, and it is suitable to calculate the
total area, integrating f(t) using the fitting parame-
ters.

4. Conclusion

The presented mathematical function is suitable
with good accuracy for describing chromatographic

Fig. 9. The differences between the calculated and measured (both gas and liquid) peaks. The differences between
digitized data of the curve fitting (%) (Fig. 8). the points of the fitted curve and the measured

digitized data is the smallest by using the method for
The knowledge of the function f(t) parameters the least mean square.

makes the peak area calculation possible, which is The function may be used with good results for
more accurate, faster and simpler than by the the resolution of overlapped chromatographic peaks
trapezoidal method. As the results of the two differ- and determination of baseline drift; thus, correction
ent calculation methods of integration are compared, of baseline and noise filtering can be perfectly
the differences are less than 0.01%. The peak area realized.
can be calculated with Eq. (6). The main advantages of the function (5):

The practical application of function f(t) is very The function can be integrated, thus the slow
advantageous because the fitting to the chromato- numerical integration can be avoided in case of peak
graphic digitized data is precise and using the area calculation, which requires considerably longer
parameters, which are the results of the fitting, the calculating time in case of many digitized points.
peak area calculation is fast and accurate. The closed form of the integral proposed by us

Fig. 7 shows an example for the resolution, in always is faster and more exact than the approaching
which digitized data are fitted using Eq. (5) in numerical integral value.

Table 1
Fitting the peaks of phenol and phenol derivatives resolved with HPLC (Fig. 7)

No. Component t 5 M H s 5 D a AR

(min) (min) (min)

1 Phenol 5.422 0.089 0.0647 0.775 0.0136
2 4-Nitrophenol 6.946 0.979 0.0819 0.815 0.1868
3 2-Methylphenol 8.881 0.089 0.0912 0.701 0.0193
4 2-Chlorophenol 9.191 0.218 0.0942 0.693 0.0490
5 2-Nitrophenol 11.59 0.655 0.1151 0.880 0.1733
6 4-Ethylphenol 14.48 0.136 0.1317 0.646 0.0430
7 2,4-Dimethylphenol 15.13 0.172 0.1368 0.500 0.0574
8 2,3-Dichlorophenol 20.49 0.131 0.1895 0.774 0.0574
9 2,3,6-Trimethylphenol 23.09 0.027 0.1890 0.532 0.0125

10 2,3,4-Trichlorophenol 54.00 0.048 0.5372 0.949 0.0583

Measuring conditions: LiChrosorb RP-18, 250 mm33.0 mm column, 258C, UV 280 nm detector, CH OH–H O (60/40, v /v)10.001 M3 2
22HCLO , 0.6 ml /min flow-velocity, 0.25310 M concentration.4
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